Bark Control Collar
BC-001

Operating Guide
（Please read this entire guide before using this product）
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Components

Bark Control Collar
As a high-tech pet product, The Bark Control Collar aims to help you
effectively and humanely train the dog. This product specially designed for
stopping stubborn and constant barking. The Bark Control Collar is monitored by
a micro-processor that distinguishes the target dog’s bark from its surrounding
noises, including barks from other dogs. When the target dog barks, this product
automatically generates a static stimulus to warn the dog stop barking which
progressively increases as bark continue. Through conditioned reflex, it
discourages the dog from barking. Experimental result proved that this is a
quicker, less painful and more humane anti-bark product.

Specification
Length：80MM

Height：30MM

Width：40MM

Weight： 90G

Power：3.8V Lithium Battery

Adjustable Nylon Strap for neck size：20-50CM

Function
Center the Flexible Probes underneath the dog’s neck, touching the skin.
When the vibration of the dog’s bark triggers the Vibration Sensor and activates
the Sound Activated Sensor, a static stimulus is administered through the Bark
Control Collar to warn the dog stop barking. It progressively increases to 10
levels if the dog keeps barking. If the barking continues, this product will
automatically shut off for 3 minutes and will reset itself to the 1st “warning”
mode to ensure the dog is being trained gradually without getting hurt. Dogs
won’t break the barking habit overnight. When the dog forgets the static
stimulus and barks again, the Bark Control Collar will remind it with a weak
static stimulus.

Feature
l

The static stimulus time is short (less than 5ms) Only work effective on dog’s
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skins and will not harm the dog
l

Effectively and quickly stop the dog’s inappropriate barking

l

10 levels of static stimulus. Through conditioned reflex it discourages the
dog from barking

l

Unique, patented Flexible Probes. Ensure it has a good contact with the dog’s
skin. No need to trim the dog’s hair.

l

Vibration Transmitter has automatic shut off or reset feature for power saving

l

100% Water proof. Water-resistant

Battery Module
This Product utilizes rechargeable Lithium battery. Battery charger included.
The battery last 40 days after fully charged. (Based on 10 hours used per day)

Operating Guide

Figure（1）
l

Press the “On/Off” Button. If the Indicator
Light is Solid Red, the battery is low and need
charge. Turn power off when charging.
Charging time is about 1 hour. The battery is
fully charged when the Indicator Light turn
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green.

Figure (2)
l

Attach the Collar with the Bark Control onto the dog properly as shown in figure (2),
Adjust it to fit the dog’s neck and cut off the excess length. This package includes an
Adjustable Nylon Collar for Soft Collar lovers.

l

Centered the Flexible Probes underneath
your dog’s neck touching the skin as shown
in figure (3), Make sure both probes are in
good contact with your dog’s skin. If
necessary, trim the hair under your dog’s
neck where the probes contact the skin.
Figure（3）

l

Examine the Flexible Probes, when they are shortened 1mm, indicate the
probes are in good contact with the dog’s skin (Do not attach the collar too
tight as it will make the pet uncomfortable)

l

After Press the “On/Off” button, the Light flashes Green 2 times. Then goes
Red 2 times. And when Solid Green light is on, indicates the system is ready.

l

Through conditioned reflex, it discourages the dogs from barking.

l

Prepare the dog some snack food as a reward for its good behavior.

l

Press “On/Off” button again. The Green LED turn off, indicates the system
power off.

To Test the Bark Control Collar
Use the Test Light. Open the Bark
Control Collar. Fit the Test Light to the
Flexible Probes as shown in figure (4).
Then touches the Vibration Sensor by
hand and shouts. The Test Light will
flash to show that it is functioning
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properly. The Test Light is designed for

figure (4)

testing purpose only and not belonged to the Bark Control Collar. Remove it after
testing.

Important Caution:
l

Not for use with aggressive dogs. Do not use this product if the dog is
aggressive. Aggressive dogs can cause severe injury to their owner and others.
If you are unsure whether this product is appropriate for the dog, please
consult your veterinarian or certified trainer.

l

The Bark Control Collar is not omnipotent. It is only a tool for dog stopping
bark. The dog won’t break barking habit overnight. It requires owner’s
patience for the long term training.

l

Do not leave the dog alone the first few times it wears the Bark Control
Collar.

l

Some Dogs may be scared and scream out at first couple days when they
wear the Bark Control Collar and warned by the static stimulus. If this
happens, reassure the dog with comfort or dog snack food. After several
repetitions, the dog will understand the function of the Bark Control Collar
and will not bark inappropriately. If small minority of dogs still continues
barking, remove its collar until it calm down and relax. It takes time for it to
get used to the Collar.

l

The dog will reduce barking after a couple days that it wear the Bark Control
Collar. But the training process is still not complete. Smarter dog will
attempts to bark. Please keep placing the Bark Control Collar on the dog in
every situation when you expect it to be quiet. If the dog is not wear the Bark
Control Collar, it may resume barking and its learning will suffer a setback.

l

Avoid leaving the Bark Control Collar on the dog for more than 10 hours per
day. When possible reposition the collar on the pet’s neck every 2 hours.

l

Never connect a lead to the Bark Control Collar. It will cause excessive
pressure on the probes.
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l

Examine the dog’s neck daily for signs of a pressure sore. If a pressure sore is
found, discontinue use of the collar until the skin healed.

l

Though this product has been designed to distinguish the dog barking from
surrounding external noises, but the micro-processor still activate by other
vibration and sounds occasionally. Therefore, turn it off when it is not in use.

l

This Bark Control is designed to be water-resistant. It is okay to let the dog
wear it in the rain, but be sure to remove it before bathing the pet or allowing
it to swim.

l

This device is comprised of plastic and electronic parts, if the dog swallows
any part of the device, take it to the local veterinarian clinic.

l

This Bark Control Collar is not a toy. Use it only for its bark stopping
purpose. Keep it away from the reach of children.

Frequently Asked Questions
l

Q：Will another dog’s bark activate the dog’s Bark Control？
A：No

l

Q：Will the Bark Control Collar harm the dog？
A：No. This Bark Control Collar is safe and reliable and will not harm the
dog. But may make it feel upset. Please comfort it properly.

l

Q：Will the Bark Control work for my dog？
A：Yes. The Bark Control is safe and effective for all breeds and sizes of dogs,
But the Big Bark Control Collar is recommended for 55 lbs dogs. The
little Bark Control Collar is recommended for dogs below 12 lbs and
Medium one is recommended for dogs between 12-40 lbs.

l

Q：Can I change the Bark Control Collar to my favorite one?
A：Yes, but that Collar cannot be too heavy.

Terms of Use
l

This Product is designed for pet training. If your pet is a bad tempered dog,
please do not use this product. Even your dog has a soft temper but less than
6 months. Please also do not use this product. If you are unsure whether this
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is appropriate for the pet, please consult the veterinarian or certified trainer
l

This Products is designed for use with pets only，This pet training device is
not intended to harm. Using this product is not our will. Please assure the pet
with incentives.

l

In no event shall our Company be liable for any direct, indirect whatsoever
arising out of or connected with the use or misuse of the Product. Buyer
assumes all risks from the use of this Product.

l

Our Company reserves the right to change the terms of this Produc.
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